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The imprint for work that 
makes you come alive.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sparketypes are the source code level driver of work that makes a person come alive.They are the imprints or affinities - those intrinsic impulses to do the work that we are simply born to do.The Sparketype Assessment was created in 2018 by Jonathan Fields and been taken about 640k times by people around the world, creating more than 32 million data points. (Note for CSA: data points Jan 2022)

https://sparketype.com/book/
http://sparketype.com/
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When you align your work with your sparketype you infuse it with meaning, excitement, energy, purpose, joy & possibility. And isn’t that how you want to show up? Isn’t that how we want others to show up? What would happen if we all showed up in our work and all ares of our lives Sparked? 
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WHEN YOU

BUILD AND LEAD 

TEAMS WHERE 

PEOPLE DO THE 

WORK OF THEIR 

SPARKETYPES

YOU’LL SEE

INTRINSIC MOTIVATION

HIGH PERFORMANCE

PEAK ENGAGEMENT

FUELED BY FLOW

PURPOSE-LED

WHERE PEOPLE FEEL

ACTIVATED

ENGAGED

EASE

🔥🔥

🔥🔥

🔥🔥
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When we create a culture that lets people do the work of their Sparketype we see higher levels of:Intrinsic motivationHigh performancePeak engagementFueled by flowPurpose-ledWhere they feel more activated, engaged, and alive - this is the place we want to work, to serve and to be.
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What makes a strong team?
Stand up if you always…

Love to share what you know. . .



6

Want to stand up for others. . .

Stand up if you always…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now lets bring this to life for you….By a show of hands…



7

HAVE to make the bed and tidy up 
before you leave the house . . .

Stand up if you always…



Sign up for more courses and learn new things . . .

Stand up if you always…



9

Have a colour-coded or otherwise 
organised closet . . .

Stand up if you always…



10

Like to find solutions to problems. . .

Stand up if you always…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now lets bring this to life for you….By a show of hands…



11

Need to find someone to race in 
everything that you do. . . .

Stand up if you always…



12

See the details that other people don’t . . .

Stand up if you always…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now lets bring this to life for you….By a show of hands…



13

See the potential problems 
before others . . .

Stand up if you always…



14
Ask lots of questions . . .

Stand up if you always…



Sense the energy in the room . . .

Stand up if you always…



Thrilled by a blank canvas!

Stand up if you’re always…



YOUR SPARKETYPE PROFILE

ANTI-SPARKETYPE

The work that depletes your 
energy the most — leaves you 
feeling empty and drained

SHADOW SPARKETYPE

Your next strongest impulse. 
Often your Primary Sparketype’s 
amplifier.

PRIMARY SPARKETYPE

Your strongest impulse to exert 
effort for no other reason than the 
fact it makes you feel alive.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’re all a blend of a number of different Sparketypes, but every person has a distinct Sparketype profile. When you took your assessment you found out three distinct components of your profile:Your Primary Sparketype: This is your strongest impulse to exert effort and to do so for no other reason than the fact that it makes you feel alive. It’s the underlying driver or source-fuel for the work that gives you the readiest access to flow, energizes and excites you, gives you a sense of meaning and purpose, and allows you to feel like you're expressing your fullest self and potential.Your Shadow Sparketype: This is your next strongest impulse, it sits in the shadow of your Primary and is often your Primary Sparketype’s amplifier. This is work that you are likely very good at and enjoy but often this is the work we do because it helps us do the work of our Primary at a higher level. Your Anti-Sparketype: Your anti-Sparkeype is not the work you are incapable of doing but it’s the work that empties you out rather than fills you up. This is the type of work that requires the heaviest lift for you. You often need a great deal of extrinsic motivation to do it and the most recovery time after. A person can’t always avoid the work of their Anti-Sparketype but by understanding it you can create strategies that will help you offset that lift. The Anti-Sparketype is fairly new. It was introduced in May 2021 so if you took the assessment prior to then you will have only received your Primary and Shadow. (Note for CSA: if someone took the assessment prior and wants to get their Anti they will need to take the assessment again)

https://sparketype.com/book/
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THE 10 SPARKETYPES

THE ESSENTIALIST THE PERFORMERTHE SCIENTISTTHE MAKERTHE MAVEN

THE ADVOCATE THE NURTURERTHE ADVISORTHE WARRIORTHE SAGE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are 10 Sparketypes that each have their own tendencies, behaviors, and preferences. How these 10 show up in individuals will be unique based on each person’s experiences and personality but the impulse that drives them towards work of effort stems from their Sparketype. We’ll review each in a little more detail.

https://sparketype.com/book/
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THE SATISFACTION SPECTRUMTM
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Internally oriented
Focus on process, like learning, creation, problem-
solving, and distilling

Externally oriented
Focus on service to others, impact, and outcomes.

In the middle
Balance between process and service

Decompensation Spectrum
Overloaded or unhealthy expression of Sparketype

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Each Sparketype exists along a spectrum that spans between process and service. As we go through each of the 10 in more detail you’ll notice I’ll cover them in a very specific order.On one side of the spectrum are Sparketypes that are fully expressed and most readily satisfied by a more internally oriented focus on process, like learning, creation, problem-solving, and distilling. And while the results of their work often serve and impact others in meaningful, sometimes groundbreaking ways, it’s the process itself that Sparkes them.On the other side of the spectrum are Sparketypes that are increasingly externally oriented. It is about service to others, impact, and outcomes. The fact that they’ve developed expertise in some process or mastered a craft along the way is far less meaningful than the simple knowledge that they’ve been of service. That’s what they live for — to elevate others.And in the middle, you’ll find Sparketypes that balance between process and service — interested as much in developing and expertise or honing their craft (process) as they long to serve or impact others around them (service).As we go through each of the Sparketypes in more detail I’ll touch on where each lives on this spectrum. I’ll also speak to how the Satisfaction Spectrum can sometimes turn into the Decompensation Spectrum when you're on overload or express your Sparketype in an unhealthy way — process turns to obsession and service into depletion.

https://sparketype.com/book/
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THE MAVEN
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Knowledge acquisition

Narrow & Deep / Broad Fascination

Learning style tied to social orientation

Access to credible information

Time and space to seek out and 
engage with information 

I live to learn.

SLOGAN ABOUT

FUEL SATISFACTION SPECTRUM

🔥🔥

🔥🔥

PROCESS SERVICE

Internally oriented — focus on the process 
and experience of learning not the outcome

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mavens are all about learning. Note to CSA: You may choose to highlight some of the descriptive wordsSLOGANTheir slogan: I live to learn.ABOUTFor Mavens it’s all about the acquisition of learning - for no other reason that it makes them feel alive.That might show up as a narrow but deep interest in a particular area or topic where they might be come a domain expert. Or a Maven can have a broad fascination about seemingly everything - curious about everything and/or every one. The way a Maven might learn is often tied to their social orientation. Introverts might prefer more solitary pursuits such as reading, research, on demand learning. While extroverted Mavens will likely seek out more interactive learning opportunities so it can be an experience shared with others (think classes, apprenticeship, etc)FUELIn order to learn, Mavens will need access to credible information. They’ll also need time and space to explore their curiosity and be able to really engage with information. (VO stifles):On the flip side, having limited access to or if constraints are put on their time to investigate, research, review, absorb, or process information their spark will likely feel stifled.SATISFACTION SPECTRUMMavens lean heavy on the process side of the Satisfaction Spectrum (most internally/process oriented) — their fuel and fulfillment is often internally oriented. And while that learning can and often does serve others, it’s the process of learning that Sparks them.(VO Too much focus on process can lead to obsession): The Maven’s tendency to focus heavily on the process of learning can, when over-cultivated, manifest as an obsession with they knowledge they seek out, pulling them further and further inward and detached from the outside world. VO/NOTES FOR ANTI:If the Maven is your anti-Sparketype you likely prefer to have someone provide you with the necessary information rather than use your time and resources researching and processing it yourself. 

https://sparketype.com/book/
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THE MAKER
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Act of creation itself

Something from nothing impulse

Recognized and rewarded in childhood

Materials to tinker with.

Time and space to create - to focus 
only on the act of creating.

I make ideas manifest.

SLOGAN ABOUT

FUEL SATISFACTION SPECTRUM

🔥🔥

🔥🔥

PROCESS SERVICE

Internally oriented — focus on the process 
and experience of creation not the outcome

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Makers are all about creation. Note to CSA: You may choose to highlight some of the descriptive wordsSLOGANTheir slogan: I make ideas manifest.ABOUTA Maker loves to create - like the Maven, it’s the process rather than the output that fascinates them. The process of creating something from nothing is a Maker’s greatest motivation. This might take a physical form but it could be digital, experiential, a business, etcThis impulse often shows up early in life as it’s introduced early on as part of the learning process - crayons, blocks, etc. It’s socially rewarded at an early age so it’s more easily recognized.FUELThe tools and materials a Maker chooses to work with will depend on their interest but get them in their hands and they will feel sparked. And they’ll need time and space for that creating - some call it going into the creative cave. Where they can get in the zone and focus on nothing but their creation. (VO stifles): Since the Maker is looking to bring something new into the world they can feel stifled when they are kept doing the “same old, same old” for too long. A requirement to follow instructions without any ability to think “outside the box” is also likely to dim their spark.SATISFACTION SPECTRUMMakers also lean heavy on the process side of the Satisfaction Spectrum — their fuel and fulfillment is internally oriented. While their creations can and often do serve others, it’s the process of creation that Sparks them.(VO Too much focus on process can lead to obsession): The Maker’s tendency to focus heavily on the process of creation can, when over-cultivated, manifest as an obsession with tools, mediums, or techniques used or the creation itself pulling them further and further inward to a world of their own creationVO/NOTES FOR ANTI:If the Maker is your anti-Sparketype you likely prefer to have something given to you fully functioning, put together, or with clear directions requiring no interpretation.

https://sparketype.com/book/
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THE SCIENTIST
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Lab coat not required

Always looking for new problems to 
solve

Living in the world of the unknown

Time and space to experiment.

Puzzles, questions to be answered, 
problems to be solved.

I figure things out.

SLOGAN ABOUT

FUEL SATISFACTION SPECTRUM

🔥🔥

🔥🔥

PROCESS SERVICE

Internally oriented — focus on the 
process of finding solutions more than 

the solutions themselves 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Scientists are all about the pursuit of burning questions, wicked problems, puzzles, riddles, and quandaries.  Note to CSA: You may choose to highlight some of the descriptive wordsSLOGANTheir slogan: I figure things out.ABOUTThere are problems to solve in all industries, all businesses - a Scientist is often in high demand as much outside of a lab as in oneScientists enjoy the search for answers but often once the problem is solved they are ready to move on in search of the next one to solveScientists tend to have a higher threshold for uncertainty and ambiguity than most FUELA Scientist likes to experiment. That might be in a lab, in a kitchen, or out in the world. They feel most alive when solving problems and finding answers to hairy problems. (VO stifles): A Scientist will feel stifled in an environment that avoids experimentation or if their access to the tools or information that would  help them work out problems is restricted. SATISFACTION SPECTRUMScientists lean towards the process side of the Satisfaction Spectrum — their fuel and fulfillment is internally oriented. While their discoveries can and often do serve others it’s the problem-solving process that Sparks them.(VO Too much focus on process can lead to obsession): Because Scientists tend to be more internally focused, they can find themselves falling into a bit of a burning-question black hole. They become so absorbed in the quest for answers that they ignore everyone and everything in their life that lies outside that process.VO/NOTES FOR ANTI:If the Scientist is your Anti-Sparketype you’d prefer to have the information, directions, and solutions provided with clear and detailed instructions.  

https://sparketype.com/book/
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THE ESSENTIALIST
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Essentialists are indispensable

Elegance and beauty

Learned Essentialism

Systems and processes

Lots of moving parts

I create order
from chaos.

SLOGAN ABOUT

FUEL SATISFACTION SPECTRUM

🔥🔥

🔥🔥

PROCESS SERVICE

Focus on process of creating order through 
systems with an eye on the impact and 

outcome of those systems

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Essentialist’s impulse is all about order, distillation, simplification, and clarity.Note to CSA: You may choose to highlight some of the descriptive wordsSLOGANTheir slogan: I create order from chaos.ABOUTTends to be such an indispensable impulse for work that when you develop skill around it everyone notices and often people want to give you all their work - creating healthy boundaries is very importantWhile, from the outside-looking-in, the ultimate expression or outcome for the Essentialist is clarity and utility, when Essentialists cultivate high-level skills to support the impulse, and are afforded the resources and freedom to do the work at their highest levels, they experience the fruits of this labor as something beyond order, beyond clarity, beyond utility. It rises to the level of elegance, beauty, and art.A not uncommon coping mechanism in response to trauma, anxiety, high-stakes ambiguity, and even just a general feeling of groundlessness is to seek order and control over those things that feel, in any way, “lockdownable.” We develop the skills of Essentialism and feel compelled to do the work, not because it’s an innate expression of an impulse that makes us come alive, but because it is a grounding and coping mechanism for anxiety.FUELThe Essentialist thinks in systems and processes - They see chaos, mess, complexity, lack of organization and it triggers an urge to create order and simplicity. (VO stifles): Nothing will stifle an Essentialist’s spark faster than needless and sustained inefficiency. And can get easily frustrated when there is an avoidance or defiance to systems meant to create order.SATISFACTION SPECTRUMEssentialists may lean towards the process side of the Satisfaction Spectrum — fueled by a more internal orientation — but as they create systems and processes to keep things in order it’s often with the external impact and outcome in mind. (VO Too much focus on process can lead to obsession): The Essentialist’s quest to create order may, at times, push toward obsessive-compulsion to make everything perfect and keep it perfect and orderly, all day, every day. They can become so absorbed in the quest for order and control that they ignore everyone and everything that lies outside that process. VO/NOTES FOR ANTI:If the Essentialist is your Anti-Sparketype you likely prefer data and information to be shared in a digestible format rather than sorting through and getting bogged down trying to make sense of what feels like indecipherable chaos. 

https://sparketype.com/book/
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THE PERFORMER
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Beyond the Performing Arts

An audience is an audience

Least prevalent Primary Sparketype

An engaged audience

Stories and detail

I turn moments 
into magic.

SLOGAN ABOUT

FUEL SATISFACTION SPECTRUM

🔥🔥

🔥🔥

PROCESS SERVICE

Fulfilled by both the process of refining their 
craft and the impact of the performance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Performers come alive when animating, enlivening, and energizing. Note to CSA: You may choose to highlight some of the descriptive wordsSLOGANTheir slogan: I turn moments into magic.ABOUTThough this impulse is typically channeled into the performing arts in childhood it goes well beyond the typical stage. It’s about giving moments energy and life whether up on stage, in the boardroom, in front of a classroom, or with friends. A great performance is, almost always, a co-creative or collaborative act - There is the interaction with the audience, whether one person, dozens, hundreds, or thousands. The Performer is the least prevalent of the Sparketypes to show up as someone as their Primary and it’s ranks highest as the Anti. It’s likely no wonder - public speaking often shows up as people’s #1 fear rating higher than death (#4) FUELEvery performative act is, inevitably, also an act of co-creation - the Performer feeds off the energy of an audience. Stories and detail are the ingredients they use to create these magical experiences.(VO stifles): Part of a Performer’s process is anticipating expectations and reactions so they feel stifled without an audience and worse yet, an unresponsive one. They likely also feel stifled when needing to do rote tasks as they’ll always be looking to add performative elements, ideas, and insights that might raise the vibrance of the experience.SATISFACTION SPECTRUMPerformers can find fuel and fulfillment on either side (or both sides) of the Satisfaction Spectrum — equally drawn to refining the process of your craft as to the external impact your performance might have on others.(VO between obsession & depletion): Performers' satisfaction comes through a dynamic blend, both heavily process / craft-driven and strongly fueled and nourished in service of others. Obsessive commitment to either extreme can lead to a world of internal struggle.VO/NOTES FOR ANTI:If the Performer is your Anti-Sparketype you’d likely prefer to be anywhere but in the spotlight. You’re more comfortable moving things forward without the nerves or pressure of feeling all eyes on you.
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THE SAGE
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A need to share information.

Empower others

Beyond the classroom

Open minds

Curiosity

I awaken insight.

SLOGAN ABOUT

FUEL SATISFACTION SPECTRUM

🔥🔥

🔥🔥

PROCESS SERVICE

More externally focused — awaken insight 
in others — but mindful of the process of 

creating those learning experiences

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Sage’s impulse is to teach, illuminate, and elevate.Note to CSA: You may choose to highlight some of the descriptive wordsSLOGANTheir slogan: I awaken insight.ABOUTUnlike a Maven, the Sage doesn’t learn for learning’s sake, but in order to share it with others, seeking to illuminate and elevate. The impulse is not just to share but to awaken insight in others - by explaining what’s happening and why they are empowering those they teachSages can thrive and be incredibly valued in nearly any setting, from parenting to teaching to corporate innovation, leadership, administration, speaking, writing, acting, producing, and beyond. For the Sage it’s about the ability to convey ideas, tools, wisdom, and information in a matter that helps others.FUELIt’s not enough to simply convey information, you want those you teach to truly “get it.” When a Sage sees the lights of discovery go on in the faces of others, it’s magic. (VO stifles): People with close minds or who show up apathetic and disinterested will snuff out the Sage’s spark.SATISFACTION SPECTRUMSages may lean more towards the service side of the Satisfaction Spectrum — fueled by a more external desire to awaken insight in others — but to do so requires a focus on the process of creating learning experiences. (VO between obsession & depletion): All outflow and no inflow can deplete a Sage to a level where they can no longer effectively teach. Being in a constant state of “over-giving” can leave them physically, psychologically, and emotionally drained, stopping them from working on a level that lets them fully express your potential.VO/NOTES FOR ANTI:If the Sage is your Anti-Sparketype you’d likely prefer people teach themselves how to do things rather than trying to figure out how to break down information in a way they’ll understand. 
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THE WARRIOR
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One of the group

Service not dominance

On the playground - Let’s go on an 
adventure!

A challenge

Taking the lead

I gather and 
lead people.

SLOGAN ABOUT

FUEL SATISFACTION SPECTRUM

🔥🔥

🔥🔥

PROCESS SERVICE

Externally oriented — focus on those 
they lead — but mindful of the process 

of creating the path forward

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Warrior yearns to gather people and lead them to a highly desired endpoint. Note to CSA: You may choose to highlight some of the descriptive wordsSLOGANTheir slogan: I gather and lead people.ABOUTThe Warrior is often one of the group themselves, they are personally vested in the journey.Organizing and leading is never about positioning oneself as being stronger, better, wiser, or more powerful. There is an unfortunate cultural misconception that being out-front, extroverted, and leading from ahead is the only way to gather and lead. True leadership is other-centering, not leader-centering.The Warrior can often be seen in early childhood. These are the kids rallying their friends to go off on some sort of adventure. [You might also choose to take a moment to your audience distinguish between the impulse and the skill - you don’t need to be a Warrior to be an effective leader, leadership in many ways is a skill. It’s the impulse to take this position of gathering and leading that defines the Sparketype not the act itself]FUELThere is a willingness to stand in a place of enduring conviction and support and lead others through hard things. Being a Warrior often requires a certain benevolent, constructive, and conscious ferocity which often puts them out front.(VO stifles): To lead requires followers so a Warrior will feel stifled when those they aim to help move to a better situation either dig in their heels or become passive and avoid moving in any direction.SATISFACTION SPECTRUMWarriors lean towards the service side of the Satisfaction Spectrum — their fuel and fulfillment is externally oriented. While their ability to lead others requires focus on finding or creating the path forward, the people they serve by doing so is what Sparks them.(VO between obsession & depletion): Confidence can be a double-edged sword. It can easily tip from good intentions to ego- preservation, from possibility into delusion. It can show up destructively as an arrogant attachment to a wrong point of view or belief in potential. VO/NOTES FOR ANTI:If the Warrior is your Anti-Sparketype you’d likely prefer to be invited along and participate once someone else has gathered people together, set the course, and taken their place outfront leading others.
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THE ADVISOR
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The best advisors don’t give answers

Creating a container of safety and trust

The power of exquisite attention

Time and space to learn about goals 
of others

Uncovering the question under the 
question.

I guide to grow.

SLOGAN ABOUT

FUEL SATISFACTION SPECTRUM

🔥🔥

🔥🔥

PROCESS SERVICE

Externally oriented — focus on those they 
advise —and also take time to develop the 

expertise that allows them to serve

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For the Advisor, the work of coaching, mentoring, and advising fills them like nothing else. Note to CSA: You may choose to highlight some of the descriptive wordsSLOGANTheir slogan: I guide to grow.ABOUTThe role of Advisor is often seen as the deliverer of answers, but the deeper truth is that great Advisors are less often the sources and more often conduits for the emergence of deep insights and solutions. The more accomplished an Advisor becomes at the craft of advising, the less telling and the more listening they do. To guide another requires creation of safety and trust as without it there is no openness, no vulnerability, no honesty, and no space for processing, or inquiry.Advisors create magic by giving those they advise their awareness, presence, and attentiveness.FUELTo guide someone to a place of growth an Advisor will need to have the opportunity to understand where it is the person wants to go. And they know the question asked is not often the real question so getting the opportunity to explore that sparks them.(VO stifles): The Advisor’s spark will feel stifled when they are asked to provide advice with little information or context. And nothing frustrates more than advice requested and ignored.SATISFACTION SPECTRUMAdvisors lean towards the service side of the Satisfaction Spectrum — their fuel and fulfillment is externally oriented. While their ability to effectively advise stems from a developed expertise, it’s the ability to serve others through that expertise that Sparks them.(VO too much focus on service can deplete): When the ego becomes too big a player in the advising dynamic, gratification and need to play the role of savior or be in a position of perceived superiority or dominance may become unhealthy both for the Advisor and those they advise.VO/NOTES FOR ANTI:If the Advisor is your Anti-Sparketype you’d likely prefer people find their own answers rather than feel like you must hold their hand on the path of discovery.
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THE ADVOCATE
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The power of inciting incidents 

The introverted advocate

A difficult impulse to stifle

A cause to champion

A committed group ready to rally 
around a cause.

I’m your champion!

SLOGAN ABOUT

FUEL SATISFACTION SPECTRUM

🔥🔥

🔥🔥

PROCESS SERVICE

Externally oriented fueled by a desire to 
serve others through their advocacy 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Advocates advocate, simple as that. It’s all about shining the light, amplifying, and championing ideas, ideals, individuals, or communities. Note to CSA: You may choose to highlight some of the descriptive wordsSLOGANTheir slogan: I’m your champion.ABOUTThe Advocate’s impulse is always there, though, for many, it remains somewhat quiet or simmering at a low burn in the background until something happens to trigger its emergence. Advocates often feel bound by a certain societal assumption that to do their work, they must be forward-facing, loud, raging extroverts. It’s not just about holding the megaphone, it’s about being one. The fact is that many of the greatest Advocates and change-makers in history, art, science, government, faith, and life either pulse between extreme exposure and complete cloistering, or they do their work from a quieter, more introverted, sensitive, collaborative, internal place.It is the single most difficult impulse to stifle even at an early age because it is such a powerful one and if you try eventually there is a release. In the younger years this can be a struggle because you haven’t earned the right quite yet - some of the work is learning how to create the resources and allies and build credibility and domain wisdomFUELThey might be labeled as a rebel, change-agent, rabble-rouser, dissident, or troublemaker but an Advocate’s impulse is to shine the light on a situation that needs to be changed.(VO stifles): When an Advocate is prevented from shining that light or their message falls on apathetic ears their spark will be stifled.SATISFACTION SPECTRUMAdvocates lean heavy on the service side of the Satisfaction Spectrum — their fuel and fulfillment is externally oriented. While they often develop a level of expertise and understanding for the cause, idea, or people they champion it’s the impact their work can have on others that Sparks them.(VO too much focus on service can deplete): Advocates are fierce. Ferocity takes energy. Sometimes, the combination of effort and high stakes can leave them emotionally, psychologically, and physically drained.VO/NOTES FOR ANTI:If the Advocate is your Anti-Sparketype, It’s not that you don’t care, or that you don’t want to see change, it’s that you’d rather be a participant in the change not the one out front leading the charge. 
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THE NURTURER
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Broad or highly selective

All about relationship

Empathetic impulse 

Connection and relationships

Being of service

I’ve got you.

SLOGAN ABOUT

FUEL SATISFACTION SPECTRUM

🔥🔥

🔥🔥

PROCESS SERVICE

The most externally focused of the 
Sparketypes — fueled by the act of service

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Nurturers give care and take care. Note to CSA: You may choose to highlight some of the descriptive wordsSLOGANTheir slogan: I’ve got you.ABOUTLike the Maven who sits on the opposite side of the Satisfaction Spectrum, the expression of the Nurturer impulse can show up in different ways - it can be either broad in scope or highly selective. Some are called to care for pretty much anyone who’s going through anything. Others may find themselves with a direct empathetic connection with and desire to serve a particular person, being, or community and not feel overly affected or strongly called by any other need.Not all Nurturers are warm and fuzzy, heart-on-their-sleeve people destined to find their ways into traditional helping professions. They have the ability to offer empathy, compassion, and elevation that crosses nearly every field, industry, or title. What is paramount and consistent across every channel of expression is a commitment to the relationship. The Nurturer impulse often finds a powerful outlet in the context of jobs, roles, or careers that would greatly benefit from it, yet may not explicitly ask for or require it. The Nurturer can have an extremely empathetic impulse - They can find themselves giving so much of themselves that the notion of turning that around on themselves feels almost unconscionable but that level of outflow can lead to extreme burnout and depletionFUELNurturers are fueled by a sense of connection and relationship to others. They can’t but help be of service. If they see someone who needs or asks for help and they are able to they can’t but help give it. (VO stifles): A Nurturer’s spark can be stifled when there is a lack of connection - when someone is cold, distant and reserved - it makes it more difficult to engage in their impulse to help. SATISFACTION SPECTRUMNurturers lean heavy on the service side of the Satisfaction Spectrum — their fuel and fulfillment is externally oriented. How they give care and support may require a developed expertise but it’s the very act of being of service that Sparks them.(VO too much focus on service can deplete): The Nurturers’s tendency to give and give and give can lead to burn-out. When the impulse to serve is over-cultivated it can leave them depleted of their resources to help. They find themselves giving so much of themselves that the notion of turning that around on themselves feels almost unconscionable and can lead to extreme burnout and depletion. And they will reach a point that they can’t do your work anymoreVO/NOTES FOR ANTI:If the Nurturer is your Anti-Sparketype it’s not that you don’t care, or that you don’t want to help others, it’s that how you show care and serve is likely a by-product of the core work of your Sparketype.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is one other result someone can get — it’s rare but auspicious and offers an opportunity to get possibility oriented. The Sparketype assessment is dynamic and changes so that not everyone gets the same exact questions — it is designed to look for certain tolerances and discernment in your answers and if necessary will even dynamically add questions to nudge you to think a little harder to try to figure out what’s happening, and how you feel about these different types of activities. Almost always the assessment can assign a specific sparketype profile (Primary/Shadow/Anti)  But in a few rare instances there will be people who get their assessment back designated as a Shapeshifter.This is not an 11th Sparketype or a Sparketype at all but rather a phase. It indicates that there was not enough differentiation in the answers to be able to accurately provide a profile.If you get this it doesn’t mean you don’t have a Sparketype or any of these impulses but indicates you may need to do some additional work. It may be that you haven’t been able to draw on experience to let you really discern how you feel about different types of ways you might work.Or it may be that your level of self awareness hasn’t been attuned yet to know how these things make you feel so you don’t know how to answer. And there is a potential third reason. It may be that you are wired in a way where you want to be all the things and don’t want to anwer in a way that will “opt you out” of any of them. There is a bit of an often unconscious FOMO (fear of missing out). So what do you do if you find yourself in this phase? First know it’s actually a really auspicious state to be in. It’s an opportunity to really think about how you can look at all 10 Sparketypes and try different experiments to tune in and notice how each makes you feel in your body.  Look at the book and read every chapter and one or two might then resonate. Look at it from a place of possibility, an opportunity to learn more about yourself — an initation to do deeper work. 
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Sparketypes are like a gas burner (dial them ⬆ and ⬇)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
weaknesses - anything that gets in your way or the way of othersstrength - greatest area all themes don't tell us what to do, its how to approach something we love or a passionate about
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